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Washington, DC – Today, Dr. William Lehr and J. Armand Musey of the Summit Ridge Group, LLC released a study,

commissioned by Competitive Carriers Association (CCA) showing that small geographic areas, such as Cellular Market Areas

(CMAs), are the correct license sizes for the upcoming incentive auction.  Smaller territories more efficiently match the needs of

bidders to the spectrum they seek, will promote competition both in the auction and in the market, and will maximize the amount

of spectrum that is repurposed for the auction.

In a statement, CCA President & CEO Steven K. Berry said, “This study undeniably shows that smaller geographic area licenses

are best suited for the incentive auction.  Smaller licenses will allow carriers of all sizes the opportunity to target and bid on an

area of spectrum that makes business sense for their company.  All carriers need access to spectrum and should be afforded a

meaningful opportunity to participate in the upcoming auction, and offering smaller license sizes like CMAs will ensure smaller

rural and regional carriers will be able to participate at auctions alongside the largest carriers.”

Berry continued, “Auctioning the spectrum in large geographic license sizes limits participation and bidding in the auction; no

carrier is going to bid on a license that expands well beyond its network.  Consumers deserve competitive choices, and it is in

the best interest of the American taxpayer to not unreasonably foreclose potential bidders from participating.  Competitive

bidding means more revenues for the U.S. Treasury and a successful auction.  The FCC is considering a number of important

auction design features including spectrum aggregation, the type of bidding allowed and the appropriate license territory

framework.  Smaller geographic license sizes along with  aggregation limits will promote maximum participation in the auction

room and competition in the industry.  FCC must get this one right, and we strongly encourage the Commission to take a close

look at this study highlighting the numerous benefits to smaller geographic license sizes. Auction rules that do not recognize the

need to properly size and proportion licenses amounts to a regulatory elimination of smaller competitive carriers.”

The full study can be found here.
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